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Festival Of Social
Sciences Event

Primary Language Policy in
England - A Call to Action!

RiPL Policy Summit in London to which
major key stake-holders were invited.
Discussions and views given there fed
directly into our White Paper (Holmes and
Myles 2019).
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Learning a modern or ancient language be-

The White Paper concluded with

came a part of the statutory curriculum for

concrete recommendations

England from September 2014. Five years

was very well received and gathered much

into the new policy, significant challenges

attention on social media and in policy

remain in meeting national curriculum re-

stakeholder circles.

for action. It

quirements.
Building on this work, RiPL – now a leading
RiPL has gone from strength to strength

voice in calling for action on primary lang-

since its inception in 2016 and has organised

uages – staged a

several related events over the past few

UCL Institute of Education on 9 November

years in which many of you have partici-

as part of the ESRC Festival Of Social

pated. These have been crucial for discus-

Sciences. This was a one-day public event

sion, debate and gathering opinion, and in

to provide a platform for stakeholders to

November 2018 gave rise to the

discuss the White Paper recommendations

follow-on event at the
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and how they can be implemented in
practice.

With

over 100 participants registering, it

was a very interesting, interactive event
with high quality discussion, great ideas

Overwhelmingly, teachers reported that a
minimum time allocation of 60 minutes per
week needed to be

and advice.

safeguarded – ensuring

this requirement becomes official policy or
Taking inspiration from the

World Café

process, the programme combined short

at least a statement of non-statutory
guidance.

inputs followed by small round table

curriculum content; teacher supply and
training; time and curriculum planning;
progress, assessment and transition;
technology; and quality and leadership.
discussion of key questions about

Guidance on how this time might be
distributed could also be provided (e.g.
30+5+5+5++5+10). All schools should have a

designated language coordinator /
language specialist responsible for ensuring
this policy is maintained and well-managed.

We were thrilled to have so many taking
part, and to hear everyone’s views.

Suggestions for curriculum models and
illustrative case studies could be made

All these views will now feed into a draft

implementation strategy to inform the
way forward for primary languages.

available to schools to assist with planning.
Also, ideas for

online resources suitable for

Bernadette Clinton

use in school and at home could be

Hackney Learning Trust

provided for all schools (e.g. Lingotot
Florence Myles and Bernardette Holmes

www.lingotot.com).

The Hackney Approach
Progress Assessment and
Transition

The PDF file of Bernadette Clinton's presentation
on Question No. 4 "Progress assessment and
transition" can be found

here.

From our participants
Mindmap by Lisa Stevens

Lisa Stevens attended our Conference and drew
a summary map of her view of the event, which
she has kindly given us permission to share.
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What should primary children know and be
able to do in the language at the end of KS2?
Here are some points we collected from our participants:
They should be taught the

grammar and

Children should acquire during KS2

structures outlined on p3 of the

sufficient knowledge to prepare them

programme of study.

for KS3 and beyond.This should be done

At first glance this

stimulating material that captures

looks small and quite manageable, but is

via

actually quite complex when we drill

their imagination and increases their

down into it.

desire to become lifelong language

It is also important that

children learn the

"technical" language

learners.

associated with the grammar, such as
masculine/feminine and not boy/girl.

Even though it is not made explicit in the

Phonics allow children to read accurately

programme of study,

new vocabulary.

target-language country or countries

culture of the

should be taught, and children should
Children should be able to

converse and

write on a basic level (we have to leave

have the opportunity to compare it with

KS3 something to do!) but confidently

Culture is
integral to full understanding of the

and with enjoyment.

language and encourages children to be

They should also

have the opportunity to

access

their own lives in the UK.

outward-looking and inquisitive.

authentic material via reading and
listening.

Clare Seccombe

Clare Seccombe

Light Bulb Languages
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When to teach?

Time and Curriculum Planning
Overwhelmingly, teachers reported that a
minimum time allocation of 60 minutes per
week needed to be

safeguarded – ensuring

this requirement becomes official policy or
at least a statement of non-statutory
guidance.

Guidance on how this time might be
distributed could also be provided (e.g.
30+5+5+5++5+10). All schools should have a

designated language coordinator /
language specialist responsible for ensuring
this policy is maintained and well-managed.

Suggestions for curriculum models and
illustrative case studies could be made
available to schools to assist with planning.
Also, ideas for

online resources suitable for

use in school and at home could be
provided for all schools (e.g. Lingotot
www.lingotot.com).

There was some discussion about the
importance of fully valuing the contribution
of

peripatetic teachers, including

suggestions for a time allocation for joint
planning, with a possible model of 30
minutes input (peripatetic teacher) plus
prepared worksheets (4 x 20 minutes) to be
administered by the class teacher during the
rest of the week.

Teachers also stressed the importance of
raising awareness for headteachers of the
transfer

value of primary FLs, particularly in

terms of self-confidence, social skills,
generic language skills and valuing the
bilingual/ plurilingual expertise of EAL
pupils.

Janet Enever

Janet Enever

RiPL, King's College London
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Thank you!

Many thanks!
Many thanks to everyone who attended the event and to everyone who presented,
chaired and prepared the posters for us. We have received very positive feedback
from many different people; expectations of our follow up are high and we are
working on that now. Watch this space for updates!

Are you up to date on our research summaries?
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